Digital Mailing System
DM230™ Series
Simple and efficient mail processing
The DM230™ Series Mailing Systems Maximize Office Productivity.

The DM230™ Series Digital Mailing Systems Are Simple To Use And Highly Productive!

Today, every business needs to operate as efficiently as possible. Even daily, routine tasks need to be performed in a productive manner. The time has come to expect more from your current mail processing procedures. The all new, easy-to-use, DM230™ Series Desktop Mailing System will amaze you with its simplicity and convenient capabilities.

The DM230™ Series’ IntelliLink™ Technology Simplifies Mailing

Our cutting-edge IntelliLink™ Technology is the gateway to new levels of productivity and makes the DM230™ easier to use, more efficient and worry-free. Plus, you can gain access to a suite of services that include downloadable features, ad graphics, postal rate and software upgrades and more. This ensures that your system keeps current and operates at maximum efficiency.

The DM230™ Desktop Mailing Machine Offers Greater Capability In A Lower Volume System.

- **User-Friendly Control Centre**
  - You’ll learn to use the DM230™ in only minutes. It takes you through every processing step showing the expanded 8-line graphics display.
- **Internal Rating Function**
  - Select the most effective and economical postage rate automatically.
- **Saves You Valuable Time**
  - Access postage replenishment online, 24/7, simply press a button and get all the postage you need through Postage by Phone™ and pay for it later with PitneyWorks™.
- **Delivers A Message With Your Mail**
  - The DM230™ stores up to 20 advertising slogans

- **Auto-Dating Eliminates Returned Mail Due To Misdating**
  - An internal clock advances the date automatically. Operators can advance the date to get a jump on processing tomorrow’s mail.
- **Incoming Mail Dating**
  - Time and date stamp capability tracks your incoming mail.
- **Handle Rate Changes Easily**
  - IntelliLink™ Technology allows postage rate changes to occur automatically. No need to scramble to replace a PROM chip.
- **Digital Technology Is A Gateway To The Future**
  - Its digital postage indicia satisfies all current postal regulations, and the technology’s flexibility makes the DM230™ adaptable for the future.
- **Accounting Capability**
  - It’s crucial for businesses to account for postage expenses. Track up to 100 accounts.

**Specifications**

**DM230L™ Mailing Machine**

- **Size:** 15”(381mm) H x 14.5”(368mm) W x 14”(356mm) D  
  (dimensions exclude stacking tray)
- **Weight:** 17.6 lbs.(8 kg) approximate
- **Electrical:** 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, .65-3A
- **Max. Speed:** Up to 40 pieces per minute
- **Media Sizes:** Min.: 3”(76mm) x 4.13”(105mm)  
  Max.: 11.6”(297mm) x 13.39”(340mm)
- **Media Thickness:** Min.: .007”(.2mm) Max.: .315”(8mm)
- **Flap Depth:** Min.: 1”(25mm) Max.: 3”(76mm)
- **Tape:** Sheet
- **Job Presets:** 10
- **Optional Interfaced Weighing:**  
  5 lb. or 10 lb.  
  2.5 kg or 5 kg
- **Approvals:** UL approved, FCC compliant,  
  ICES-003 compliant, ENERGY STAR® compliant
- **Connectivity Requirements:**
  - Connects to a standard analog phone line
- **Postal Compliance:**
  - Digital IBIP
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